AGENDA
WEBSTER ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
REGULAR MEETING
WEBSTER, TEXAS
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 2022
MUNICIPAL BUILDING COUNCIL CHAMBERS
101 PENNSYLVANIA, WEBSTER, TEXAS
6:00 PM
A QUORUM OF CITY COUNCIL MAY BE PRESENT
NOTICE is hereby given of a Special Meeting of the Webster Economic Development Corporation
of the City of Webster, County of Harris, State of Texas, to be held on Tuesday, November 22,
2022, at 6:00 PM at: City Hall Council Chambers, 101 Pennsylvania, Webster, Texas, for the
purpose of considering the following numbered items. The Webster Economic Development
Corporation of the City of Webster, Texas, reserves the right to meet in closed session on any of
the below items should the need arise and if applicable pursuant to authorization by Title 5, Chapter
551, of the Texas Government Code.
1.

Call to Order.

2.

Roll Call and Certification of a Quorum.
NEW BUSINESS

3.

CONSIDERATION/ACTION to approve a Resolution of which the caption reads:
A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE
WEBSTER ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
APPROVING
THE
PLANNED
DEVELOPMENT
GUIDELINES FOR FLYWAY; PROPERTY LOCATED
SOUTH OF FLYWAY DRIVE AND GREAT WOLF WAY
AND EAST OF INTERSTATE 45, ENCOMPASSING 85.67
ACRES IN THE ROBERT WILSON SURVEY, A-88, AND
THE J.R. WILLIAMS SURVEY, A-88, HARRIS COUNTY,
TEXAS; AND REPEALING ALL RESOLUTIONS OR PARTS
OF RESOLUTIONS IN CONFLICT HEREWITH.

4.

Adjournment.

This notation indicates that this agenda item is an approved budgeted item.
This notation indicates that this agenda item is the product of a specific directive
resulting from the Council Planning Sessions.

ALL AGENDA ITEMS ARE SUBJECT TO ACTION
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, the City of Webster will provide
for reasonable accommodations for persons attending Webster Economic Development
Corporation Meetings. Requests should be received 48 hours prior to the meetings. Please contact
the City Secretary’s office at 281-332- 1826.
I certify that a copy of this notice of the Webster Economic Development Corporation
Meeting for November 22, 2022 was posted at City Hall, 101 Pennsylvania, Webster, Texas, on
November 17, 2022 by 5:30 P.M.
_________________________
Michael Muscarello,
City Secretary

Webster Economic Development Corporation

DATE: November 22, 2022
AGENDA ITEM:
CONSIDERATION/ACTION to approve a Resolution of which the caption reads:
A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF THE WEBSTER ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION APPROVING THE PLANNED
DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES FOR FLYWAY;
PROPERTY LOCATED SOUTH OF FLYWAY DRIVE
AND GREAT WOLF WAY AND EAST OF
INTERSTATE 45, ENCOMPASSING 85.67 ACRES IN
THE ROBERT WILSON SURVEY, A-88, AND THE
J.R. WILLIAMS SURVEY, A-88, HARRIS COUNTY,
TEXAS; AND REPEALING ALL RESOLUTIONS OR
PARTS
OF
RESOLUTIONS
IN
CONFLICT
HEREWITH.

PURPOSE STATEMENT: Flyway, the destination development project created by the Webster
Economic Development Corporation (WEDC) in 2011, has evolved with land acquisition,
infrastructure activity, and recruitment of Great Wolf Lodge as the premier hospitality anchor and
Chicken N Pickle as the first sports-focused dining and entertainment venue. As part of the
WEDC’s vision to foster a super-regional, iconic, experiential entertainment, dining, recreation,
hospitality, and tourism destination within the City’s southeast quadrant, the Flyway Development
Guidelines promote and support the project’s unique character.1
SUMMARY/BACKGROUND: Flyway, as a Planned Development within the City’s Code of
Ordinances, represents the WEDC’s mission to foster a unique, vibrant, pedestrian-friendly
development propelled by best-in-class, single-use venues that fuse the indoors with the outdoors
and augment the visitor experience in remarkable ways, amid a boardwalk, event lawn, nature park
with trails, walkway aesthetics, landscape architecture, lighting, and distinctive amenities.
Flyway’s Planned Development Guidelines are intended to respect, support, and enhance
individuality of businesses and promote common areas, walkability, landscaping, lighting,
signage, cross-access, connectivity, and amenities that are meticulously maintained amid a
development that is safe, attractive, vibrant, sustainable, and unique. The Guidelines represent a
minimum set of design standards that provide a framework to illustrate and define objectives to
“Destination Development” was officially named “Flyway” in August 2020. The WEDC acquired over 45 acres in
September 2022 for Flyway.
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achieve a unified, cohesive, harmonious setting. Approved uses, setback requirements, building
design criteria, landscape strategy, site furnishings, lighting, signage, and many other regulations
are delineated in the Flyway Development Guidelines.
Upon approval by the Board, these Guidelines will be submitted to the Webster Planning and
Zoning Commission and then to the Webster City Council for approval and adoption.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends approval and authorizing the President to
execute the resolution.

EXPENDITURE:

N/A

FUNDING SOURCE:

AMT. BUDGETED: N/A

N/A

FINANCE DEPT. APPROVAL:

N/A

PREPARED BY: Dr. Betsy Giusto, Economic Development Director
APPROVAL BY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: ____________________
ATTACHMENT: Proposed Resolution with Flyway Planned Development Guidelines
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RESOLUTION NO. W-22-____

A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
THE WEBSTER ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION APPROVING THE PLANNED
DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES FOR FLYWAY;
PROPERTY LOCATED SOUTH OF FLYWAY DRIVE
AND GREAT WOLF WAY AND EAST OF
INTERSTATE 45, ENCOMPASSING 85.67 ACRES IN
THE ROBERT WILSON SURVEY, A-88, AND THE J.R.
WILLIAMS SURVEY, A-88, HARRIS COUNTY,
TEXAS; AND REPEALING ALL RESOLUTIONS OR
PARTS
OF
RESOLUTIONS
IN
CONFLICT
HEREWITH.

WHEREAS, the Webster Economic Development Corporation (the “Corporation”)
is a non-profit Type B Sales Tax Corporation created by and authorized to act on behalf of
the City of Webster, Texas (the “City”), under and pursuant to Chapters 501-505, Texas
Local Government Code; and
WHEREAS, the Destination Development Project, created by the Corporation in
May 2011 to foster business development with a focus on retail, dining, entertainment,
recreation, and hospitality within the City’s southeast quadrant, suitable for new, iconic
commercial development and a super-regional tourism attraction that align with the
Corporation’s vision and mission; and
WHEREAS, the Destination Development Project officially became “Flyway” in
August 2020 and constitutes one of the most significant economic development initiatives in
the City’s history, as Flyway will generate substantial new sources of tax revenue and
employment; and
WHEREAS, Flyway has evolved with land acquisition, infrastructure activity, and
recruitment; and
WHEREAS, Flyway is a Planned Development within the City’s Code of
Ordinances; and
WHEREAS, the Corporation seeks to ensure Flyway’s alignment with a minimum
set of design standards and guidelines that provide a framework to illustrate and define
objectives for the development that include approved uses, setback requirements, building
and site design criteria, landscape strategy, cross-access, signage, and other regulations; and

WHEREAS, the Corporation has created proposed Planned Development Guidelines
to be considered by the City of Webster’s Planning and Zoning Commission for adoption by
City Council; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF THE WEBSTER ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION THAT:
Section 1. The above recitals are found and determined to be true and correct and are,
therefore, hereby incorporated into this Resolution as fully set forth herein.
Section 2. The Board hereby approves the submittal of the Flyway Planned
Development Guidelines, Exhibit A, to the City of Webster Planning and Zoning
Commission.
Section 3. All Resolutions or parts of Resolutions inconsistent with this Resolution
are hereby repealed; provided, however, that such repeal shall be only to the extent of such
inconsistency and in all other respects this Resolution shall be cumulative of other
Resolutions regulating and governing the subject matter covered by this Resolution.

PASSED and APPROVED on the first and final reading this _____day of
____________2022.

_______________________________
DONNA ROGERS, PRESIDENT

ATTEST:

_______________________________
Michael Muscarello, City Secretary

Exhibit A
Flyway Development Guidelines
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1.0
1.1

DRAFT
VISION

VISION STATEMENT

Within the City of Webster’s southeast quadrant, amid nearly 100 acres, Flyway celebrates the fusion of best-in-class dining,
entertainment, recreation, retail, and hospitality venues with an energized, engaged, receptive super-regional consumer
population and global visitor base. Flyway beckons with a unique blend of the indoors and outdoors, attention to walkability,
focus on fun and adventure, and strength of positioning within the region—midway between downtown Houston and
Galveston. Flyway’s exposure along 1-45, the backbone of Texas with 250,000 vehicles per day and connectivity via
Highway 3, NASA 1 Bypass, and Kobayashi Road, puts Flyway on a GPS “glide path.”
Planned Development Guidelines (the “Guidelines”) are intended to respect, support, and enhance individuality of
businesses and promote common areas, walkability, landscaping, lighting, signage, cross-access, and amenities that are
meticulously maintained amid a development that is safe, attractive, welcoming, exciting, vibrant, sustainable, and unique.
These Guidelines are to be used in the architectural review of builder, developer, or owner plans. Non-compliance with
these Guidelines is grounds for disapproval of plans.
A copy of these Guidelines must be provided to every owner or lessee of any parcel or lease space within Flyway with
the understanding that approval is provided by the City of Webster. Commercial developers do not have the authority
to approve signage, lighting, landscaping, or any other elements within these Guidelines.

DRAFT

The Guidelines do not ensure or imply acceptance or approval by the City of Webster. This document is presented as a
minimum set of development design standards for Flyway. The intended use is to provide a framework to illustrate and
define design objectives for a unified, cohesive, harmonious setting for a variety of commercial owners, builders, operators,
and tenants.
Flyway, as a Planned Development District within the City’s Code of Ordinances, permits flexibility and encourages a
more creative, efficient, and aesthetically desirable design and placement of buildings, open spaces, circulation patterns,
cross access, shared access, and parking facilities to best utilize the special features of topography, theming, size, and shape.

DRAFT
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DRAFT

The overall character and allure of Flyway is propelled by low-density, single-use, best-in-class operators who purchase
their acreage parcel to build, operate, and park their venue that accords with their companies’ latest prototype and
melds with the super-regional positioning of the project, which includes Interstate 45 and the banks of Clear Creek, and
capitalizes on a waterfront boardwalk, walkable streets, event lawn, nature park with trails, and special riparian area that
fuses and celebrates the outdoors with interesting indoor/outdoor venues and architecture.
Several goals of the Guidelines include cross access among each end-user, design diversity that encourages a specific
identity for each project but ensures compatibility with the overall development, and focuses on the pedestrian experience
with contiguous sidewalks, planting features, outdoor seating, and lighting that augments the walkability and connectivity
within Flyway.
The design of the landscape architecture, as well as the adequate, strategic, and consistent placement of walkways,
walkway widths, and walkway aesthetics, further enhances the pedestrian environment and invites longer, more frequent
consumer visits. Planting features, paving materials, outdoor furniture, and lighting features should contribute to the
pedestrian experience of the site. This document may be revised and updated as necessary to meet changing conditions,
market demands, innovations, technology, and other factors impacting the development of Flyway.

DRAFT
1.2

DRAFT
REGIONAL CONTEXT

Flyway is strategically located on the east side of Interstate 45 and midway between downtown Houston and Galveston
where approximately 1,000,000 reside within a 15-mile radius, and over 3,400,000 reside within a 30-mile radius.
The site is within a thirty-minute drive to downtown Houston with approximately 250,000 vehicles passing the
development daily. NASA’s Space Center Houston, Baybrook Mall, and numerous other landmark developments are
within a 10-15 minute drive from the site. The site is anchored to the north by Top Golf and a new 532-suite Great
Wolf Lodge indoor water park resort hotel and conference center.
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1.3

DRAFT
HIGH-LEVEL CHARACTER IMAGERY

The overall character of Flyway is driven by the unique location of the site. Strategically located along the banks
of Clear Creek, the development celebrates its connection to the water. Proximity to the water attracts users
looking for excitement, entertainment, adventure, recreation, relaxation, and high quality of life. The planning program
responds to this by providing opportunities for entertainment venues, destination retail, boutique dining and shopping,
and adventure tourism. This is achieved utilizing a lush landscape framework, walkable blocks and pathways, and a
contemporary interpretation of vernacular architecture.
The images below depict the overall character for this exciting waterfront entertainment and dining destination.

DRAFT
DRAFT

High-Level Character Imagery
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2.0
2.1

DRAFT
OVERALL SITE PLAN
PARCEL PLAN

The parcel plan is laid out with proposed roadways, boardwalk, park areas, event lawn, and common areas. The tract
configurations are flexible and subject to change as needed for the desired end users.
The image below depicts the overall parcel plan. The parcels can be enlarged or reduced depending upon infrastructure.
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Parcel Plan
2.2

DRAFT
LAND USE PROGRAM AND APPROVED USES

The following are desired uses within Flyway:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Restaurants, bars, pubs, sports bars, food and beverage venues
Live entertainment performance venues
Indoor and outdoor entertainment, amusement, event venues
Adventure sports
Recreation venues
Sports venues
Retail
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•
•
		
•
2.3

Tourism welcome center, gift shops, museums, galleries
Hotels are allowed with no waterpark or similar water attraction component without authorization
from Great Wolf Resorts
Office

PROHIBITED USES

The following uses are expressly prohibited. This list is not intended to be inclusive. All uses are subject to the
approval of the City of Webster.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.4

Gas stations
Convenience stores
Smoke shops
Poker rooms
Sexually-oriented businesses
Payday loan businesses
Pawn shops
Food trucks
Mobile retailers
Massage parlors
Tattoo studios
Auto repair shops
Auto dealers
Manufacturing, distribution, or warehousing facilities
Water parks
Bail bonds
Credit access businesses
Headshops
Precious metal gold exchange
Mini storage lots (enclosed)

DRAFT
PRE-EXISTING DEED RESTRICTIONS

Because of pre-existing deed restrictions on the property, the property may not be used for any residential construction,
development, use, or purpose, which shall without limitation be interpreted to mean and include prohibition against
use for:

DRAFT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Single family or multi-family residences
Residences for children, the elderly, or the infirm
Churches and places of worship
Schools
Nurseries and other pre-school facilities
Nursing or convalescent homes
Hospitals
Day care facilities
Bed and breakfasts
Extended stay hotels
Recreational purposes for which the public would have prolonged exposure to, long-term contact
with, or disturb, the native soil, such uses include, but are not limited to, baseball, softball, football, or
soccer fields.

DRAFT

If a proposed use is not listed in the descriptions provided, the Zoning Administrator or City Manager shall determine
if the proposed use is substantially similar and complementary to a permitted use and has the authority to assign or
deny the proposed use to a permitted use definition.

2.5

BUILDING SETBACKS AND LOT COVERAGE

SETBACKS

Minimum setbacks are the distance from the property line within which no vertical improvements shall be built. The
minimum setback lines are utilized to control building orientation on the lot. Setbacks contribute to the character
of a site by reserving space for landscaping and establishing space between buildings and streets, amenity areas, and
other properties that generate an impression of spaciousness. The minimum setback line creates a consistent setback
zone that may become an extension of a public realm or treated with landscaping. While maximum setback lines are
utilized to control building orientation on the tract, Flyway does not impose any maximum setback lines. No portion
of the building may extend into the street, drainage, or utility right-of-way or easements.

DRAFT

Variance requests to reduce the minimum ten-foot building setback requirement may be submitted to the City
of Webster for consideration and approval, as there are many variables within Flyway’s topography, master plan,
infrastructure, and utility network that allow for customization, as well as the end-users’ building structure and format.
No parking, loading, storage, or dumpsters are allowed in setback zones.

Building setback requirements in all areas of Flyway are ten feet (10’) from any public right-of-way or property line.
Primary building structures are prohibited within ten feet of the boardwalk; however, outdoor awnings and canopy
overhangs at seating and outdoor entertainment areas are encouraged and may include paved surfaces, seating areas
and other amenities within the ten-foot building setback area with approval of the City of Webster.
Structures, signage, and amenities (outdoor seating areas, landscaping planters, bike racks, and other non-primary
building structures) may intrude within the ten-foot setback upon approval by the City of Webster.

DRAFT
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REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO SPECIFIC TRACTS

Tracts with frontage on Blue Heron Drive (tracts 4, 5, 6, and 13) should orient their building front closer to Blue Heron
Drive with parking generally located behind the building.
Tracts adjoining the Boardwalk (tracts 1, 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12) should orient their buildings so as to use the boardwalk
as an outdoor space accessible from the boardwalk.
Tracts adjoining the Boardwalk (tracts 1, 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12) should position their parking areas away from the
boardwalk to the extent possible. Parking spaces will not be permitted within 25 feet of the inside edge of the
boardwalk. All parking on these tracts will be screened from view of, or pedestrian access to, the boardwalk with a
six-foot (6’) masonry wall or a minimum 6-foot tall vegetative buffer that completely obscures view of the boardwalk
and prohibits pedestrian access to the boardwalk.
Tracts located on the I-45 corridor (1, 2 and 3) should position the front of the building toward the interior of Flyway
with parking located to the rear of building, between the building and I-45.

DRAFT

All site plans must be submitted to the City of Webster and receive approval before the City will issue a building
permit.
LOT COVERAGE

Lot coverage is defined as the percentage of the building structure footprint on the entire parcel. There are no
restrictions for lot coverage.

DRAFT
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2.6

DRAFT
ACCESS/EGRESS DRIVEWAY AND SIDEWALK STANDARDS

Driveway locations are to be proposed by the Owner/Developer and are subject to approval by the City of Webster
to comply with local regulations.
Driveways should align with existing and proposed road design and comply with City of Webster guidelines. Access
drives are to be thirty-five feet (35’) measured from back of curb to curb with a minimum curb radius of twenty-five
feet (25’) and a maximum curb radius of thirty-five feet (35’). One driveway is allowed for every 200 linear feet of
parcel frontage. Small corner parcels having less than 200 linear feet of frontage on any street will be permitted one
driveway per street. Access drives shall be a minimum of 75’ from street intersections.
No driveways will be permitted on Royal Tern Way between the I-45 Frontage Road and Osprey Drive.
PUBLIC PARKING
Driveway and parking entrances are prohibited on Blue Heron Drive and Royal Tern Lane to allow for street parking.
A variance may be granted upon approval by the City of Webster.

DRAFT

OPENINGS AND CURB CUTS

Curb cuts will be constructed at the cost of the Owner/Developer requiring the cut. The pavement to be cut shall
match the existing pavement as closely as possible.
SURFACE

All permanent driving and parking surfaces shall be concrete. Asphalt driving and parking surfaces are expressly
prohibited.
CROSSWALKS

All crosswalk materials used shall match colors and textures of existing crosswalks for a cohesive design appearance
throughout the development. Pavers are prohibited on all driving surfaces.
ADA CURB RAMPS

DRAFT

All ADA curb ramps shall be of concrete and ADA paving materials. Truncated dome paving shall consist of charcoal
colored truncated dome pavers. Pavers are prohibited on all driving surfaces.
SIDEWALKS

All sidewalks on private property shall be a minimum of five feet (5’) in width.
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2.7

DRAFT
PARKING REQUIREMENTS

PURPOSE

These regulations are intended to achieve the following:
•
		
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide appropriately designed parking facilities in proportion to the needs generated by different
land use areas.
Encourage uses that accommodate shared parking opportunities.
Provide safe, functional, attractive, well-lit, and well-maintained parking facilities.
Maximize parking efficiency.
Reduce traffic congestion and potential hazards.
Guarantee access and maneuverability of emergency vehicles.
Utilize tree canopy coverage to reduce heat-island effect.

GENERAL STANDARDS
•
These parking standards are a supplement to the City of Webster’s existing zoning ordinances
		
(including but not limited to Chapter 98,Article VIII). Where a conflict occurs between the Guidelines
		
and the ordinance, these Guidelines shall prevail.
•
Where feasible, larger parking areas should be organized into smaller “parking rooms” in order to
		
minimize their visual impression.
•
All parking areas should be designed with screening from public streets with shrubbery no less
		
than three feet (3’) in height. Where appropriate, at least a fifteen-foot (15’) perimeter landscaped
		
buffer must be maintained along any parking lot perimeter that does not abut a building.
•
Large canopy trees or other shading structures should be used to provide shade cover for parking
		areas.
•
Shared access and shared parking are required. Businesses must provide adequate self-parking yet
		
allow for cross access and shared parking. Restricted parking for only the customers of the business
		
location is prohibited.
•
Each development must comply with City of Webster parking requirements.
•
All parking areas must be concrete.
•
Parking stalls shall be a minimum of nine feet by eighteen feet (9’x18’). Aisle widths must be a
		
minimum of twenty-four feet (24’).
•
All parking lot striping must be white.

DRAFT
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Regular Parking Lot Landscape Planting Exhibit

DRAFT
Irregular Shaped Parking Lot Landscape
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ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING STATIONS

Electric vehicles charging stations must be provided at the rate of 2% of the total number of parking spaces available,
when total parking spaces exceed 50, rounded up to the next one hundred. (Number of total spaces x 2%, rounded
up to next hundred)
1 - 50 spaces 		
51 – 100 spaces
101 – 150 spaces
151 - 200 spaces

no requirement
2 electric vehicle charging spaces required
3 electric vehicle charging spaces required
4 electric vehicle charging spaces required

Each electric vehicle charging station shall be posted with appropriate signage indicating the space is only for electric
vehicle charging purposes.
Property owners are not restricted from collecting a service fee for the use of an electric vehicle charging station and
may install more stations than the minimum required.
3.0

DRAFT
BUILDING DESIGN CRITERIA

GENERAL STANDARDS

This section provides guidelines and standards for all work relating to the exterior design of new buildings. The
vision is to respect the architectural heritage of Texas and its individualistic responses to place, climate, and natural
settings, while at the same time encouraging forward looking and purposeful building designs that incorporate new
and innovative building materials, systems, technologies, and architectural expressions.
Embedded in the design philosophy are the following principles:
•
		
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.1

Foster exciting and fun form that balances the need for appropriate building massing, window
proportion, and use of materials.
Learn from local precedents regarding architecture adapting to the climate and place.
Translate challenges (climate, site conditions, etc.) into opportunities.
Utilize materials of varying types in innovative, thoughtful, or perhaps unexpected ways.
Reflect architectural character of the region.
Activate contemporary approaches to generate form and detail.
Employ color as an expression of material.
Emphasize the relationship and flow between indoor and the outdoor environments.

DRAFT
GENERAL ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER

Buildings should combine materials thoughtfully and offer an opportunity to explore and blur between discrete inside
and outside experiences. Colonnades or arcade spaces should be utilized as refuge from the humid, subtropical
climate. Forms and architectural devices should be developed to emphasize the human scale of these venues. Large
expanses of blank wall are discouraged.
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Architectural Character Imagery
3.2

MASSING GUIDELINES

GENERAL GUIDELINES
•
In general, building massing should be simple, clean and bold.
•
Building massing should create a consistent and rhythmic street front.
•
Large building masses should be broken down by vertical and horizontal massing breaks. Windows,
		
structural columns, canopies, change of materials and colors, and other architectural elements should
		
be utilized to reduce the perceived façade scale.
•
A “signature” vertical massing should be applied to building corners at street intersections. Contrasting
		
colors, change of textures or materials, as well as bold signage, can be utilized to emphasize this visual
		focal point.

DRAFT
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3.3

DRAFT
ROOFS

•
Roof shapes should be generally simple and bold.
•
Roof shapes should respond to building massing.
•
For large sloped roof buildings, long ridge lines should be broken up to reduce the perceived scale of
		
the building. Elements such as dormers, chimneys, and cupolas are encouraged to be used on sloped
		
roofs to reduce a monolithic roof appearance.
•
Roof materials are to complement the materials used on the façades and include:
			
o
Standing seam metal tiles, corrugated metal, or five v-crimp galvanized or galvalume
				metal.
			
o
Approved asphalt composition shingles.
			
o
Copper and wood shake/shingle may be used on accent elements.
			
o
Naturally landscaped green roof.
			
o
Approved roofs with a higher level of reflectivity or albedo.
•
Roof penetration should not be visually distracting from the street and should be integrated into the
		
overall architectural design.
•
Approved roof shapes include:

DRAFT

Gabled Roof

Shed Roof

Flat Roof w/ parapets

DRAFT

Hipped Roof
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Butterfly Roof

Green Roof w/ landscape

3.4

DRAFT
FAÇADE COMPOSITION

GENERAL GUIDELINES

•
Façades are to incorporate visually interesting details at the pedestrian level.
•
Building façades and the primary building entry are to face the primary street.
•
Large scale buildings should incorporate vertical façade breaks, utilizing massing breaks, change of
		
materials, colors and/or structural elements.
•
Storefronts, windows, and doors are typically organized in an orderly fashion that reinforce the
		
primary volumes of the building and coordinate with structural patterns, such as arches and internal
		space partitions.
•
Shade structures are highly encouraged. The appearance of shade structures should be consistent
		
with the overall appearance of the building and appropriately supported.
3.5

STOREFRONT

GENERAL GUIDELINES

DRAFT

•
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
		
		
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
3.6

Storefronts should appear more transparent and incorporate more glazing than upper floors.
Changes of materials, colors, and/or fenestration design should be applied on storefront to create a
distinguishing street level view.
Window designs for storefronts are to provide indirect light for sidewalks and adjacent pedestrian
areas at night to create a subtle “glow.”
Furnishings, such as mounted lighting, signage, planters, benches, doormats, etc., should be utilized to
create an inviting and lively pedestrian-level experience.
Main floor storefront windows may be shaded with projecting roof overhangs, awnings, balconies, or
second story porches to minimize glare and decrease heat gain. Any projecting elements must
maintain a minimum clear height above sidewalks of eight feet (8’) and maintain a maximum
encroachment of five feet (5’) within the ten foot (10’) building setback. (See diagram on page 9.)
Pedestrian level retail should utilize alcoves and offsets to set back building entries from the main
structural façade line.
Outdoor seats are allowed and encouraged to be located at the storefront of restaurants. Where
outdoor seating is located, fence or planters should be utilized as special dividers between the outdoor
dining zone and the sidewalk.
Along the Boardwalk, restaurants and entertainment venues are encouraged to provide for outdoor
seating/gathering areas that flow naturally onto the boardwalk with no pedestrian divider except for
the use of changes in texture or color between the private property and the public space.

DRAFT
AWNINGS

•
		
•
•
•
		
•
		
•
		

Where architectural shade structures are not present, awnings should be utilized on south and west
facing windows where they reduce glare and heat gain.
Awnings can also be located at building entries to provide shades for entryways.
Signs are allowed to be printed or installed on awnings.
Awning colors are to complement the overall color scheme of the associated building but may be
more vivid and lively.
Lighting installed in awnings so that the awning is effectively an internally lit sign is not appropriate.
Lighting to illuminate the sidewalk below an awning may be approved on a case-by-case basis.
Awnings shall maintain a maximum encroachment of five feet (5’) within the ten foot (10’) building
setback. (See diagram on page 9.)
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3.7

DRAFT
PREFERRED MATERIALS

PURPOSE

•
Utilize contrasting textures and colors for different components to bring a richness and diversity to
		exterior walls.
•
Materials are to be applied consistently on all wall surfaces.
GUIDELINES
•

Appropriate materials for exterior walls include the following:

			
o
Brick and painted brick
			
o
Stucco – large stucco surfaces should be broken up by architectural elements such as
				
windows, arcades, structural lines, etc.
			
o
Corrugated metal, standing seam metal, and metal panels
			
o
Terra cotta panels
			
o
Painted or stained wood in clapboard, lap, butt-joined, board and batten or shingle
				
applications are appropriate. Smooth cement fiber siding that resembles wood is
				also permissible.
			
o
Curtain wall panels systems may be used on the ground floor of retail buildings.
			
o
Board-formed concrete, precast, and tilt-up panels may be used in limited applications.
			
o
Indigenous natural stone and select limestone, bluestone, and granite in earth and
				dark tones are acceptable.
			o
Glass panels
			
o
Other materials may be considered on a case-by-case basis by the City of Webster.

DRAFT

•
Inappropriate materials for exterior walls include glass block, field stone, simulated stone, and
		
simulated wood grain.
•
The exterior walls of commercial buildings are generally limited to a maximum of three materials,
		
excluding those used for shade structures or arcades. If more than one material is used, the secondary
		
material should emphasize specific building volumes.
•
Materials that appear to be visually heavy, such as brick, stucco, and stone should occur below visually
		
lighter ones, such as siding, and should appear structurally sound and able to support itself and the
		roof above.
•
Material changes should occur only at the break in plane of a surface or at a designed reveal line.
		
Material changes at exterior corners are discouraged yet may be approved on a case-by-case basis by
		
the City of Webster.
•
Horizontal changes in materials should relate to specific building datums, such as at floor plate heights,
		
sill heights, header heights, and eave heights. On buildings over three stories,there should be a material
		
change and/or a lighter color at the upper levels to reduce the apparent height of the building.
•
Vertical changes in materials should relate to specific building volumes.
•
Materials are to be consistently applied to all elevations of the building. Changes in materials from
		
elevation to elevation may be approved on a case-by-case basis by the City of Webster.
•
Design and detailing of materials are to result in an authentic appearing structure, with dimensions
		
and spans congruent with a material’s structural properties.
•
Anti-monotony: individual business façades must vary in materiality and design to prevent visual
		
monotony. No business façades may be directly adjacent to or across the street from a façade of
		
the same materiality or design. The intent of this guideline is to limit visual monotony along an entire
		
street facade. It is not intended to encourage an overly diverse use of architectural styles or materials.
		
All other guidelines in this document still apply. Monotony is subject to review and may be approved
		
on a case-by-case basis by the City of Webster.
•
The judicious use of materials in unexpected ways is encouraged.

DRAFT
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DRAFT

Board Formed Concrete (Limited use)

Steel

Natural Stone

Corrugated Metal

Standing Seam Metal

Glass Panel

Board and Batten

Stucco

Wood Lap

Brick

Painted Brick

Terra Cotta

DRAFT
DRAFT

Hardie Plank Style Shake Siding

Wood Lap

Preferred Materials Imagery
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4.0

DRAFT
LANDSCAPE STRATEGY

PURPOSE

The intent of this section of the Guidelines is to provide a framework for improvement to the developed property
through landscape planting and landscape appurtenances. A naturalistic, drought-tolerant approach to landscaping is
planned to extend throughout Flyway.
The landscape framework is integral to the form, function, and aesthetics of Flyway. From delineating streets, demarcating
entries and exits, shading sidewalks, absorbing rainwater, and providing open space for recreation opportunities, the
landscape serves many functions. Primary objectives of the landscape are to:
•
•
•

enhance structure and legibility of space
reinforce, enhance, and support the unique character of the site and its proposed uses
serve as green infrastructure for managing stormwater, clean air, and microclimate

All landscape design plans must be submitted to the City of Webster for approval before installation.
4.1

DRAFT
RIGHT-OF-WAY AND SETBACK PLANTING

The streetscape of major public road rights-of-way shall be consistent with the current Flyway landscape character.
Planting along street frontages and property lines shall follow, as a starting point, the City of Webster Code of
Ordinances Chapter 90, Article II: Landscaping.
All shade trees must be three-inch (3”) caliper minimum, and all shrubs must be a five (5) gallon container minimum.
All plant species must fit within the landscape character of Flyway. Reference the recommended plant list in
Section 4.5.
Plantings should include an evergreen component for year-round interest and seasonal plantings to add color and
unify the streetscape.
All turf grass will be common Bermuda, and all mulch will be natural hardwood.

DRAFT

Preferred Materials Imagery
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DRAFT

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
4.2

ACCESS DRIVEWAYS

Extensive landscaping is required at all entries into parcels. For all entrances, each access driveway median must
incorporate annuals or perennial color, low evergreen shrubs, groundcover, or ornamental grasses. Shrubs and
groundcovers with annual or perennial color should also be used to highlight key areas, such as at the base of entry
monument signs. Planting design shall take into consideration sight visibility safety requirements.

4.3

PARKING LOT LANDSCAPING

To maintain the image of the Flyway development and to subdivide and shade large paving areas, a minimum 18’x36’
landscape island must be provided in parking areas at a maximum separation of ten (10) parking spaces. Two (2) three
inch (3”) caliper canopy trees spaced a minimum of 20’, plus low shrub and groundcover, shall be provided in each
island. Each bay of parking must be separated from the end aisles by a landscape island consisting of the required
parking lot island landscaping. Large expanses of pavement are discouraged.

DRAFT

A continuous hedge row of shrubs or tall grasses along the parking lot adjacent to the street is required. The required
vegetation is to be a minimum of five (5) gallon size of thirty-six inches (36”) in height and be branch touching branch
at installation and maintained at a uniform height of forty-two inches (42”). All landscape design plans must be
submitted and approved by the City of Webster before installation.
One fifteen-foot (15’) wide minimum planting median is required for every three (3) bays of parking as a means to
interrupt large expanses of paving. Refer to drawings on Regular and Irregular Parking Lot Landscape Planting Exhibits
in Site Criteria for further clarification.
Tree canopy should be planted to not obstruct lighting, and planting should not obstruct sight visibility for traffic.
All landscaped areas within a parking lot shall be irrigated. The required landscaped areas must be distributed evenly
throughout the parking lot so that shade is distributed. Reference the Regular and Irregular Parking Lot Landscape
Planting Exhibits in the criteria for further clarification.

DRAFT
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DRAFT
DRAFT
Regular Shaped Parking Lot Landscaping Planting Exhibit

DRAFT
Irregular Shaped Parking Lot Landscaping Planting Exhibit
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4.4

DRAFT
BUILDING PERIMETER LANDSCAPING

To maintain the image that buildings and parking areas are located within a natural environment and to soften the
appearance, twenty-five percent (25%) of the total area between the building and adjacent parking must be landscaped.
Up to fifty percent (50%) of the area may be a mixture of groundcovers, shrubs, and trees. Building entry points must
be landscaped with some level of vegetation utilizing potted plants or planting beds.

DRAFT
DRAFT

Building Perimeter Landscaping Imagery
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DRAFT
4.5

DRAFT
LANDSCAPE SCREENING

The following areas require landscape screening from all off-site views:
•
•
•
•
		
		
•

Shipping and receiving areas
Trash collection areas
Ground-mounted mechanical equipment, utility pedestals and transformers
All water supply and irrigation controls, including back-flow preventers. Unless required by Code, no
metal cage is allowed as a screen for back-flow preventers. If required by Code, metal cage must be
black powder coated
Sources of noise

DRAFT

Screening of these areas must include a combination of:
•
•
•

Masonry walls (finishes to match the building) with a minimum height of six feet (6’)
Opaque masses of trees and shrubs
Sources of noise must be screened with solid walls at eight feet (8’) minimum

Areas between service drives (at rear of building) and the rear wall or fence must meet the landscape buffer criteria.
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PERMITTED PLANT SPECIMENS

Common Name		Size			Remarks
Botanical Name

Trees

Lacebark Elm			
Ulmus parvifolia

4” Cal; min 14 ft ht,
7 ft sprd.			

Single straight trunk with strong central leader.
Full canopy, clear trunk height 7 ft.

Highbeam Overcup Oak		
3” Cal; min 14 ft ht,
Quercus Iyrata ‘Highbeam Overcup’ 7 ft sprd.			

Single straight trunk with strong central leader.
Full canopy, clear trunk height 7 ft.

Live Oak				
Quercus virginiana		

3” Cal; min 14 ft ht,
7 ft spread		

Full canopy, clear trunk height 7 ft.

Sabal Palm			
Sabal mexicana			

12 ft ht min.,		
field grown		

Ball and Burlap, machine moved				

Date Palm			
Phoenix dactylifera		

12 ft. ht min.,		
field grown

Ball and Burlap, machine moved

8 ft ht, 6 ft sprd.		
45 gal			

Multi-trunk with 3-5 trunks, 1-1/2”min.			
Clear trunk height 4 ft, container grown, full canopy

Palm Trees

DRAFT

Ornamental Trees

Vitex				
Vitex agnus-castus		

Natchez Crape Myrtle		
8 ft ht, 6 ft sprd.		
Lagerstroemia indica x fauriei ‘Natchez’ 45 gal			

Multi-trunk with 3-5 trunks, 1-1/2” min.
Clear trunk height 4 ft., container grown, full canopy

Yaupon Holly			
Iilex vomitoria			

8 ft ht, 6 ft sprd.		
45 gal			

Multi-trunk with 3-5 trunks, 1-1/2” min.
Clear trunk height 4 ft., container grown, full canopy

Ligustrum			
Ligustrum sp.			

5 gal min. branch		
touching branch		

Upright and healthy, disease free, container grown

Shrubs

DRAFT
Yaupon				
Ilex vomitoria			

5 gal min. branch		
touching branch		

Upright and healthy, disease free, container grown

Texas Sage 			
Leucophyllum frutescens		

5 gal min. branch		
touching branch		

Upright and healthy, disease free, container grown

Pineapple Guava			
Feijoa sellowiana			

5 gal min. branch		
touching branch		

Upright and healthy, disease free, container grown

Wax Myrtle			
Myrica cerifera			

5 gal min. branch		
touching branch		

Upright and healthy, disease free, container grown

Japanese Yew			
Podocarpus macrophyllus		

5 gal min. branch		
touching branch

Upright and healthy, disease free, container grown

Eagleston Holly			
Ilex x attenuata ‘Eagleston’		

5 gal min. branch		
Full to ground, container grown
touching branch			
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DRAFT

PERMITTED PLANT SPECIMENS

Common Name		Size			Remarks
Botanical Name

Ornamental Plants

Society Garlic			
3 gal, 18” o.c.		
Healthy, disease free, fully rooted, container grown
Tulbaghia violacea					
Knockout Rose			
Rosa sp.			

3 gal, 30” o.c.		

Healthy, disease free, fully rooted, container grown

Bi-Color Iris			
Dietes bicolor			

3 gal, 24” o.c.		

Healthy, disease free, fully rooted, container grown

Adagio Miscanthus Grass		
3 gal, 30” o.c.		
Miscanthus sinensis ‘Adagio’		

Healthy, disease free, fully rooted, container grown

Dwarf Yaupon			
Ilex vomitoria ‘Nana’		

3 gal min. 24” o.c.

Upright and healthy, disease free, container grown

Purple Trailing Lantana		
Lantana montevidensis

1 gal, 24” o.c.		

Healthy, disease free, fully rooted, container grown

New Gold Lantana		
Lantana x ‘New Gold’		

1 gal, 24” o.c.		

Healthy, disease free, fully rooted, container grown

Flax Lilly				
Dianella tasmanica		

3 gal, 24” o.c.		

Healthy, disease free, fully rooted, container grown

Clarity Blue Iax Lilly		
Dianella x ‘Clarity Blue’		

3 gal, 24” o.c.		

Healthy, disease free, fully rooted, container grown

Mexican Bush Sage			
Salvia leucantha			

3 gal, 36” o.c.		

Healthy disease free, fully rooted, container grown

Nanho Purple Butterfly Bush
Buddleja davidii ‘Nanho Purple’

3 gal, 36” o.c.		

Healthy, disease free, fully rooted, container grown

Vintage Jade Distylium		
Distylium x ‘Vintage Jade’

3 gal, 24” o.c.		

Healthy, disease free, fully rooted, container grown

DRAFT

DRAFT

Seasonal Color			
4” pots, 9” o.c.		
50% in bloom at install; full variety, to be selected by
								landscape architect, submit available list
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DRAFT

PERMITTED PLANT SPECIMENS

Common Name		Size			Remarks
Botanical Name

Ground Cover

Lawn

Asian Jasmine			
Trachelospermum asiaticum

1 gal, 18” o.c.		

Healthy, disease free, fully rooted, container grown

Sandy-leaf fig			
Ficus tikoua

1 gal, 18” o.c.		

Healthy, disease free, fully rooted, container grown

Wedelia				
Sphagneticola trilobata

1 gal, 18” o.c.		

Healthy, disease free, fully rooted, container grown

DRAFT
Common Bermuda					
Cynodon dactylon

4.6

Solid Sod with annual Rye over seeding

IRRIGATION

Installation of an irrigation system is mandatory. All landscaped and lawn areas must be effectively watered, including
islands and medians in parking lots and divided access driveways. Sprinkler heads must be located so as to effectively
water areas intended with minimal overflow onto pavement, walks, etc., and provide 100% coverage overlap ensuring
effective and even coverage. Planting areas of high pedestrian activity shall have drip irrigation.
All irrigation systems must be designed and installed by a licensed irrigator doing business in Texas under a City of
Webster irrigation permit.

DRAFT
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5.0
5.1

DRAFT
SITE FURNISHINGS

STREET FURNITURE

Street furniture items include, but are not limited to, the following: benches, miscellaneous seating, planters, trash
receptacles, bicycle racks, and tree gates.
PURPOSE

•
Create a unified streetscape image with appropriate and standardized street furniture.
•
Locate street furniture in such a way as it is not a detriment to the streetscape as physical or visual
		clutter.
•
Enhance and amplify public space with street furniture to make the public space more enjoyable for
		
pedestrians, adding functionality and aesthetic enhancement.
•
Arrange street furniture within a given block in a complementary manner utilizing a combination of
		
unique details that enhance individual buildings, as well as civic street elements, which unify the
		
streetscape, such as benches, trash receptacles, and bicycle racks.

DRAFT

GUIDELINES

•
Bench locations: Generally, but not always, orient benches toward the street, plaza, or Boardwalk.
•
Miscellaneous seating: Tables and chairs, in conjunction with cafes, are encouraged to activate the
		
streets. Well-placed low walls may provide alternative seating and should complement the context of
		individual establishments.
•
Planters: Small ornamental trees, shrubs, and flowers provide attractive streetscape additions where
		
in-ground trees are not feasible. Planter styles and colors should complement the surrounding
		
architecture. Planters should be located to avoid congestion and promote easy pedestrian circulation.
		
Plantings should include an evergreen component for year-round interest and seasonal plantings to
		
add color and unify the streetscape.
•
Site furnishings shall be firmly attached to paving to avoid vandalism.
•
Placement of site furnishings must in all cases allow for a minimum of five feet (5’) unobstructed
		sidewalk clearance.

DRAFT
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Street Furniture Imagery
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5.2

DRAFT
LANDSCAPE STRUCTURE AND SITE FURNISHINGS

Landscape structures, include, but are not limited to, gazebos, pavilions, follies, arbors, and trellises.
PURPOSE

Landscape structures and site furnishings should enhance the unique aesthetics and ambiance of individual character
zones. Streetscape furnishings that reinforce a sense of place and complement the architecture should be used.
GUIDELINES

•
Landscape structures should be designed to appear as extensions and/or additional building
		
components related to the architecture to help define outdoor spaces or areas. In general, landscape
		
elements and furnishings should be used to link and/or connect collections of buildings or create focal
		
points in the landscape and add texture and color.
•
Landscape structures may be used to create shade, shadow, and texture for climatic comfort and
		aesthetic purposes.
•
Structures are to be designed with plantings to soften and integrate the structure with outdoor areas.
•
The height, color, materials, and style used for outdoor structures should be the same, similar to, or
		
compatible with the architecture. In general, the same guidelines that apply to architecture apply to
		
the design of landscape structures.
•
Site furnishings shall be firmly attached to paving to avoid vandalism.
•
Flagpoles (not required) shall be black and shall not exceed twenty-five feet (25’) in height. Exterior
		
flags are restricted to the United States and Texas flags. Company advertising flags are not permitted.
		
The flag shall be well maintained and displayed only between sunrise and sunset, unless illuminated.

DRAFT

DRAFT

Landscape Structure and Site Furnishings Imagery
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5.3

DRAFT
WATER FEATURES

PURPOSE
•
•

Design water features as focal points.
Utilize water features to create cooling stations in public spaces for both young and old.

GUIDELINES
•
		
		
•
•

Fountains and water features should be designed to complement the architecture and enrich landscape
areas. Clean, contemporary designs of an appropriate scale in keeping with the architecture and
landscape setting are encouraged.
Pumps and other equipment are to be screened from view and housed to minimize any noise emission.
Fountains, ponds, and splashpads are to be consistent with clean, contemporary designs.

DRAFT

Water Feature Imagery

5.4

COMMERCIAL SERVICE AREAS

PURPOSE

•
Service areas should be designed, located, and/or screened so that they are not visible from off-site
		
and do not create nuisance noise or odors to adjacent properties where feasible.
•
Service access should be from the interior of the parcel, wherever practical, and not from adjacent
		streets.
•
Service and utility areas should be designed to enable easy vehicle access.

DRAFT

GUIDELINES

•
Service areas should be located within the development area of the parcel and should be entirely
		
enclosed with walls or fencing and screened with densely planted vegetation, including shrubs and
		vines.
•
Spacing and size of shrubs should be sufficient to screen all mechanical units at the time of planting
		installation.
•
Direct access and views into service areas (rear service drives and service yards) from public rights		
of-way are specifically prohibited. For screening service areas from the street or water, a buffer wall
		
or dense landscaping is required. Service areas must be located towards the rear of all commercial
		
development. No service areas may face a major thoroughfare.
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DRAFT
Service Area Screening Imagery

5.5

DRAFT
TRASH COLLECTION AND DUMPSTERS

All trash collection areas are to be located in inconspicuous, yet easily accessible, areas away from public right-of-way
frontage, including any adjacent body of water. They are to be completely enclosed vertically, with a minimum eight
foot (8’) high masonry wall for dumpsters and may be required to increase in height so that dumpsters or compactors
may not extend over the height of any enclosure. Materials and finish are to match the adjacent building. The
collection area must be accessed through steel gates painted in opaque colors to match the walls. Doors must be
kept closed at all times. If within public view, dense landscape along the perimeters is required to soften the presence
of receptacles.
Chain link fences with metal slats, wood fences and wood gates are prohibited.

DRAFT

Trash Collection and Dumpster Imagery
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6.0
6.1

DRAFT
LIGHTING

GENERAL LIGHTING GUIDELINES

PURPOSE

•
Allow limited night-time recreational uses in parks and public spaces and enable walkable districts
		
within the core areas in a manner that is unobtrusive and subtly enhances the physical setting.
•
Produce safe, accurate, and comfortable visibility at night for roadway lighting.
•
Provide sufficient illumination at pedestrian walkways and sidewalks within the core areas that
		encourage walkability.
•
Utilize energy-efficient lighting technology to reduce energy use.
•
Meet all required jurisdictional requirements and Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) industry
		
standards for recommended light levels.
GUIDELINES
•
Lighting should use fully shielded light sources and full cut-off fixtures designed to shield the source
		
of light and prevent light spill or glare traveling onto other properties.
•
The use of energy-efficient, long-life LED, with light color rendered as a warm white (not cool white),
		
is encouraged. Light colors may be approved by the City of Webster on a case-by-case basis.
•
Fluorescent lighting is prohibited from use in exterior light fixtures or landscape lighting.
•
Lighting of a driveway entrance is allowed; however, lighting along the length of a driveway in a repetitive
		
way (“runway lighting”) is discouraged yet may be approved by the City of Webster on a case-by-case
		basis.
•
Lamp post lights, gas streetlights, traditional lanterns mounted to buildings or monuments, tiki torches
		
and traditional or historic decorative fixtures and poles may be approved by the City of Webster on
		
a case-by-case basis and are subject to governing regulations.
•
Contemporary gas or gel fuel garden torches, contemporary gas lanterns, and fire planter elements
		
may be utilized as an amenity to outdoor settings and hospitality environments and are subject to the
		
governing regulations and City of Webster approval.
•
Gas lighting should be provided with devices to allow shutoff, as continuous operation is strongly
		discouraged.
•
Sign lighting should typically be integrated into the sign or monument as shielded down lighting or
		
concealed back lighting. Small, external low-level landscape lights may be utilized but should be
		
concealed within landscape, properly shielded, and aimed to avoid glare.
•
Building owners are encouraged to explore lighting of buildings by using up-lighting, internal illumination,
		
and special materials and techniques to accent special architectural details as strong visual elements.
•
In parking lots, energy-efficient, full-cutoff pole fixtures are to be utilized to provide adequate light
		
levels for safety. Pole heights are to be twenty to twenty-five feet (20’-25’) maximum height and
		
spaced to achieve recommended light levels. For energy efficiency, either LED or metal halide
		
fixtures should be utilized.
•
Small pathway lights may be utilized, provided they are fully shielded and do not create a “runway”
		
lighting effect. In public areas such as parks, plazas, and wide sidewalks, pedestrian pole lights,
		
commercial grade bollards, and path lights that are three to twelve feet (3-12’) in height are preferred.
		
These fixtures may be approved by the City of Webster on a case-by-case basis.
•
Lighting Operations: In general, streetlights will operate from dusk to dawn with possible reduced
		
light levels during non-peak hours. Commercial sign lighting, commercial landscape lighting, parking
		
lot lighting, and pedestrian pathway lighting may be allowed from dusk to dawn.
•
All light poles in excess of twelve feet (12’) tall shall contain additional electrical outlets in anticipation
		
of holiday and event lighting.
•
Uplighting of trees, parking lot trees, and important landscape areas are encouraged.

DRAFT
DRAFT
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6.2

DRAFT
LIGHTING CHARACTER IMAGES

Lamp post

Typical parking lot lighting fixture

DRAFT

Commercial grade string light
6.3

Wall sconce

Double fixture

Path light

LIGHTING APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Lighting shapes enhance the urban Lighting enhances unique
realm
architectural features

Holiday lighting

DRAFT

Lighting accents architecture
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Adequately lit retail signage

Landscape down lighting

7.0
7.1

DRAFT
SIGNAGE REQUIREMENTS

GENERAL SIGNAGE GUIDELINES

PURPOSE
•
		
•
		
		
•

All civic, institutional, and commercial signage should complement the architecture, creating a lively
and provocative atmosphere, and visually enrich the fabric of the overall development.
Signs should work with the other street amenities in establishing the character of the street on which
they front, while clearly identifying businesses and encouraging “window shopping” while enhancing
the pedestrian experience.
Signage should provide connectivity and relevance to the public spaces.

GUIDELINES
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
•
•
		
•
•
		
•
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
		

A cohesive family of civic signs should be used throughout the site contrasting the varying spectrum
of commercial signage.
Maximum gross area of signs on a given building frontage (outer wall to outer wall in linear feet) is
calculated by converting linear feet to building frontage to square feet and multiplying by 2. Signs are
not to exceed 500 square feet in total area.
Signs mounted on the roof or extending above the roof parapet are generally not allowed but may be
approved by the City of Webster on a case-by-case basis.
Signs projecting above sidewalks should maintain a minimum clear height above sidewalks of eight feet.
Signs should not extend beyond the curb line.
No sign should be constructed as to obstruct any window, door, fire escape, or other emergency exit
of any building.
No sign should be constructed as to obstruct motorist or pedestrian sight distance.
Specialty, atypical, and/or creative sign proposals otherwise prohibited within these regulations will
be reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the City of Webster.
Pylon signs may be approved by the City on a case-by-case basis. Design should adhere to City regulations.
Primary freestanding business signage should be installed as monument signs with a maximum height
of 12 feet.
Secondary pole mounted signs (directional, etc.) are permitted with a maximum pole height from
ground to base of sign not greater than 6 feet, and a maximum sign size of 10 square feet. Pole
mounted signs are limited to one sign per ingress/egress location.
No building façade shall possess more than two of the Acceptable Sign Typologies, shown in Section
7.3 below, attached to the building.
All traffic control signs (stop, yield, handicapped, etc.) shall be mounted on round, black poles of the
standard type and at standard heights according to industry standards and comply with industry
reflectivity standards.
All sign proposals are subject to a discretionary aesthetic review by the City of Webster. The City of
Webster reserves the right to review the design, placement, materials, colors, and number of all signs on
a property. Final approval of all signage will be by the City of Webster during the permit approval process.

DRAFT
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7.2 SIGNAGE MATERIAL AND DESIGN

Sign design should consider but not be restricted to the following suggested materials and methods:

•
Material possibilities:
			
o Metal finishes, polished, brushed, patterned, weathered, and painted (natural or applied);
			
cast/stone concrete; glass; tile/terra cotta
•
Signage finish materials that are considered to be appropriate:
			
o Wood: painted or natural hardwood (small hanging signs only)
			
o Metal: copper, bronze, brass, galvanized steel, raw steel, brushed aluminum
			
o Painted or engraved directly on façade surface or glazing
			
o Etched glass
•
Acrylic with matte finish, combined with other materials.
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7.3

ACCEPTABLE SIGN TYPOLOGIES

The following diagram represents the variety of opportunities for commercial tenant signage allowed.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

DRAFT
SIGN TYPE		

1

MAXIMUM HEIGHT		

MAXIMUM AREA		

LIGHTING

Feature

Varies

Not to exceed 500 SF

I or E

Overhead Wall

Varies

Not to exceed 500 SF

I or E

Canopy

5’

10% larger than width of window

I or E

Awning

Valence 12” max

1 per window

E only

Ground

12’

50 SF

I or E

Perpendicular Mount

8’

20 SF

I or E

7

Plaque/Wall Mount

2’

4 SF

I or E

8

Door/Window

Varies

25% of glazed area

I only

9

A-Frame

42”

8 SF

Not allowed

2
3
4
5
6

DRAFT

10 Banner

10’

30 SF, 4’ max projection

E only

11 Painted Wall

Varies

Varies

E only

•
		
•
		
•
		
•
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Feature Sign
Overhead Sign
Canopy Sign
Awning Sign
Freestanding Ground Sign
Perpendicular Mount Sign
Plaque/Wall Mount Sign
Door/Window Sign
A-Frame Sign
Banner Sign
Painted Wall Sign

Feature and ground signs may exceed 500 SF maximum on a case-by-case basis pending review and
approval by the City of Webster
Internally lit signage may only be considered with individually lit letters and should utilize LED
technology. All internally lit signage may be approved on a case-by-case basis by the City of Webster.
Painted wall signs must relate with a specific business accommodated within the building on which
they are painted.
Atypical/specialty sign types may be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

7.4

DRAFT
PROHIBITED SIGNS

The following signs are prohibited:

•
Signs creating confusion interfering with emergency police or fire response
•
Temporary signs not approved by City of Webster
•
Bandit Signs as the term is recognized in the industry
•
Unapproved window signs
•
Exposed neon and window neon signs
•
Mobile, human, or portable signs/stickers and signs mounted, attached, or painted on cars, buses,
		
trailers, and boats and used as stationary advertising
•
Advertising searchlights and revolving beacons
•
Sky signs, tethered pilot-less balloons, and all inflatable advertising devices
•
Signs that emit any sound
•
Political signs in public rights-of-way or on public property
•
Signs with interchangeable copy
•
No person shall hold signage, distribute or cause to be distributed any poster, placard, handbill, or
		
advertising material in such a manner that the materials could reasonably be expected to be blown by
		the wind
7.5

DRAFT
SIGN FAMILY PRECEDENT PHOTOS

Specialty signs are reviewed on a
case-by-case basis by the City of
Webster. Signs similar in nature to
the images below are encouraged.

DRAFT

Canopy Sign

Feature Sign

Painted Wall Sign

Awning Sign

Painted Wall Sign

Canopy Sign
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8.0

Canopy Sign

Wall Sign

A-Frame Sign

Plaque/Wall Mount Sign

Window Vinyl Sign

Outdoor Directory

DRAFT
PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY

PURPOSE

Public roadways, parking areas, sidewalks, and utilities have been designed within Flyway. The roadways (streets) are
designed with specific dimensions and horizontal geometry to complement the streetscape and character of Flyway.
As such, the horizontal geometry, curve radii, and widths of the streets deviate from typical City of Webster standards
and do not constitute any approved variance for use by other projects within the City. The defined standards reflect
the uniqueness of Flyway and shall be followed when streets or sidewalks are repaired, replaced, or constructed within
Flyway.
Additionally, this section provides direction for the connection of the tracts to the City of Webster utilities and
requirements for connections between public and private infrastructure.
8.1

ROADWAY AND SIDEWALK STANDARDS

DRAFT

Roadway right-of-way will have a minimum width of fifty-five feet (55’) and a maximum width of one hundred feet (100’).
Public roadways shall have a minimum lane width of twelve feet (12’) and a maximum width of fourteen feet (14’). At
dedicated left and right turn lanes, lane width may be as wide as sixteen feet (16’). Turn lane widths will be evaluated
on an individual basis. The minimum pavement width will be twenty-five feet (25’) from back of curb to back of curb.
Sidewalks shall be 4.5-inches thick Portland gray concrete with a minimum width of six feet (6’) and a maximum width
of eight feet (8’). All concrete pavement shall have a minimum 28-day compressive strength of 3,500 psi and shall have
a rock-salt finish. Some sections of the sidewalk may incorporate a top-cast finish.
Wheelchair ramps at intersections will utilize charcoal ADA truncated dome pavers and sand set over a concrete base.
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The roadway intersection radius may be as small as 25 feet.

Sidewalks shall be located within the street right-of-way abutting the property line or within an adjacent dedicated
easement as approved by the City of Webster. The City of Webster shall be granted access within the property ten
foot (10’) building setback to maintain and repair sidewalks.
City of Webster water and sanitary facilities may be installed beneath parking bays, sidewalks, and green spaces.
Public utilities within private property boundaries will require utility easements. Public utility easements shall be in
accordance with Division 2 of the City of Webster Public Infrastructure guidelines.

8.2

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE UTILITY CONNECTIONS

Connections to public utilities (water, sanitary, and storm) shall be documented within the civil construction plans
for the respective tract and approved by the City of Webster. The City of Webster will construct stub-outs to
serve various tracts. If a stub-out connection exists, the tract’s utilities shall connect to that location. If no stub-out
exists, coordination with the City of Webster will be required, and connection points will be agreed upon before the
submittal of civil construction plans.

DRAFT

Stormwater connections shall be sized at a minimum of the TP40, 24-hour, 100-year storm event, and all stormwater
generated on the site shall be conveyed via the stormwater connection to the City of Webster storm sewer. No
specific on-site stormwater detention is required on the tract.
The respective tract’s end user shall coordinate connections to private utilities. Such connections are anticipated
to be made within the public right-of-way and must be approved by the City of Webster. Any impact on the City of
Webster sidewalks, roadways, parking, utilities, hardscape, or landscape will be the end user’s responsibility. Impacted
areas shall be repaired and restored to previous condition.

9.0

MAINTENANCE

These Guidelines primarily address new building construction requirements within Flyway. However, for the benefit of
all property owners, continuing maintenance of all facilities is paramount. All properties, landscaping, signage, parking
and roadway surfaces, façades, roofs, windows, doors, and all other aspects of each property shall be maintained in a
new or superior condition meeting all specifications as contained in these Guidelines. All properties will be required
to comply with the City of Webster Code of Ordinances as they currently exist or may be amended.

DRAFT
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